†a) , Md Zia ULLAH †b) , Nonmembers, and Masaki AONO †c) , Member SUMMARY Microblog, especially twitter, has become an integral part of our daily life for searching latest news and events information. Due to the short length characteristics of tweets and frequent use of unconventional abbreviations, content-relevance based search cannot satisfy user's information need. Recent research has shown that considering temporal and contextual aspects in this regard has improved the retrieval performance significantly. In this paper, we focus on microblog retrieval, emphasizing the alleviation of the vocabulary mismatch, and the leverage of the temporal (e.g., recency and burst nature) and contextual characteristics of tweets. To address the temporal and contextual aspect of tweets, we propose new features based on query-tweet time, word embedding, and query-tweet sentiment correlation. We also introduce some popularity features to estimate the importance of a tweet. A three-stage query expansion technique is applied to improve the relevancy of tweets. Moreover, to determine the temporal and sentiment sensitivity of a query, we introduce query type determination techniques. After supervised feature selection, we apply random forest as a feature ranking method to estimate the importance of selected features. Then, we make use of ensemble of learning to rank (L2R) framework to estimate the relevance of query-tweet pair. We conducted experiments on TREC Microblog 2011 and 2012 test collections over the TREC Tweets2011 corpus. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method over the baseline and known related works in terms of precision at 30 (P@30), mean average precision (MAP), normalized discounted cumulative gain at 30 (NDCG@30), and R-precision (R-Prec) metrics. key words: microblog search, temporal information retrieval, query expansion, feature selection, learning to rank, time-aware ranking
Introduction
Nowadays, microblog web sites are not only the places in maintaining the social relationships, but also act as a valuable information source. Everyday lots of users turn into microblog sites for sharing their views, opinions, experiences, important news, and also want to get some information what is happening around the world. Among several microblog sites, Twitter * is now the most popular, where lots of users post tweets whenever a notable event occurs. That is why; information retrieval in twitter has made a hit with a lot of complaisance. By searching tweets, users find temporally relevant information, such as breaking news and real-time events [1] . That means, freshness (i.e. recency) of the tweet with respect to query time is an important factor of rele- vance. Another important characteristic of twitter is that people tends to post about a topic within a specific period of time (i.e. bursty nature). For example, when the breakup news of famous band "White Stripes" published on 2nd Feb, 2011, many people post tweets about this topic on that day. That is why; posts that are generated before or after this date are less relevant to the query, "White Stripes breakup." Moreover, tweets have a length constraint of 140 characters. Due to this length limitation, peoples usually use unconventional abbreviations, poor linguistic phrases, and URL in their posted tweets. Hence, the vocabulary mismatch problem between a query-tweet pair becomes worrisome for effective IR over tweets. Besides, twitter uses the specific syntax (e.g., re-tweets, hashtags), that also poses the challenge to conventional IR techniques. For addressing such kinds of twitter characteristics and boosting the retrieval performance, TREC was introduced the microblog ad-hoc search task in 2011 [2] , where a user's information need had been represented by a query at a specific point in time and a set of relevant ranked tweet documents had been returned. In this paper, we have proposed a method to re-rank the tweets that are retrieved using a baseline method. To achieve this, we consider content relevance features, twitter specific features, account related features, context relevance features, popularity based features, and temporal features. Moreover, automatic query expansion, supervised feature selection, and ensemble of machine learning techniques are also applied. Experimental results with TREC microblog dataset showed that our method improves the retrieval performance over the baseline and known related methods [3] - [8] .
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) To address the temporal aspects (recency and temporal variations) of tweets, we introduce two effective temporal features. 2) To overcome the limitations of the vocabulary mismatch problem, we introduce four context relevance features based on word-embedding and query-tweet sentiment correlation. In this context, we also introduce a simple but effective three-stage query expansion technique. 3) To determine the queries temporal and sentiment sensitivity, we introduce a query type determination technique. 4) To estimate the importance of tweets, we introduce our own version of URL popularity and hashtag importance features.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives an overview of the related work and introduces con-Fan et al. [25] proposed a feedback entity model and integrated it into an adaptive language modeling framework in order to improve the retrieval performance. Rodriguez et al. [26] considered a microblog document as a highdimensional entity and reported that the relative presence of the different dimensions within a document and their ordering are connected with the relevance of microblogs.
To select the best set of features, supervised feature selection approaches based on learning to rank algorithm [17] , LASSO, and Elastic-net regularization method [27] are employed by several researchers. There are several previous works employing feature based machine learning approach for tweet ranking [4] , [17] . In order to address the real-time tweet retrieval problem, Metzler et al. [4] made use of feature based RankSVM to re-rank the retrieved tweets with respect to queries. This work achieved the best results reported in TREC 2011.
Our Proposed Tweet Re-Ranker System
In this section, we describe the details of our proposed method. The goal of our tweet re-ranker system is to rank the tweets that are retrieved by using a baseline method. The overview of our proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 1 .
We first fetch 1000 tweets for each query topic by using the baseline method. A three-stage query expansion scheme formulates the query to fetch 1000 tweets again. In the preprocessing stage, we perform lexical normalization, non-English tweets removal, retweets removal, and future tweets removal. To extract temporal and sentiment aspect of tweets, we determine the temporal and the sentiment dimension of queries by utilizing the temporal and sentiment distribution of top retrieved tweets. In the feature extraction stage, we extract several effective features broadly grouped into six different categories, including content relevance features, twitter specific features, account related features, context relevance features, popularity based features, and temporal features. To scale the feature value, we make use of the MinMax normalization technique. We also apply a supervised feature selection method based on elastic-net reg- Fig. 1 Tweet re-ranker system. ularization to select the best features combination. In order to estimate the importance of the selected features, we apply random forest as a feature ranking method. To estimate the relevancy of query-tweet pair, we make use of the ensemble of learning to rank (L2R) framework.
Data Preprocessing
In the preprocessing stage, a filtering process has been applied to refine the crawled results based on retweet removal, non-English tweet removal, and future tweet removal. Tweets that begin with the word of "RT" are regarded as retweets and eliminated from the corpus with the consideration that they are just the identical copy of other tweets without any useful information. Though twitter is a multilingual microblog environment, in this research nonEnglish tweets are judged non-relevant. To remove the nonEnglish tweet from the corpus, we apply a language detection library † . In additions, tweets often contain unconventional word forms and domain-specific entities. For example: "2day" instead of "today", "Birrrtthhdaayy" instead of "Birthday", "Congratz" instead of "Congrats", etc. To normalize such kind of non-standard words into their canonical forms, we utilize two lexical normalization dictionaries collected from [28] and [29] .
Moreover, we also remove the non-English characters from tweets. Tweets that are posted after the query timestamp are treated as future tweets and removed from the corpus. As tweets are very short in length, we do not remove stop-word from tweet text during our experiment except query expansion. For stopword removal, we applied the Indri's standard stoplist † † .
Query Expansion
The objective of our three-stage query expansion approach is to alleviate the vocabulary mismatch problem. It is the process of reformulating original query by enriching it with additional words. To expand the query, we utilize the pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) approach in the top retrieved tweets at the first stage, make use of web search results at the second stage, and extracting relevant hashtags from the top retrieved tweets at the third stage of query expansion. In PRF approach, the top-N retrieved tweets in response to the original query Q 0 , are treated as relevant, because terms within these tweets have greater probabilities to retrieve relevant tweets within that particular topic. To select the top n p terms for expansion that are not in the original query, IDF-score of each term is considered and referred to as Q PRF . The expanded query (Q 0 ∪ Q PRF ), is then used to extract the title and snippet from the top-K web search results. A similar procedure is applied to select the top n w terms for expansion and referred to as Q web . As hashtag highlights the content of a tweet, we extract the hashtag of † https://code.google.com/p/language-detection/ † † http://www.lemurproject.org/stopwords/stoplist.dft top-N retrieved tweets that contain the original query terms for expansion and refer to as Q #hash . Therefore, all expansion terms are appended to the original query as follows:
where Q Expanded is the final expanded query.
Query Type Determination
In microblog, people usually search the recent information when a notable event occurs and tweets that are posted during this period have the similar kind of sentiment. The objective of our query type determination approach is to determine the temporal and sentiment dimensions of the query.
To extract the temporal aspect of queries, we utilize the temporal distribution of the top tweets retrieved by using a baseline method. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the temporal distribution of three samples of TREC queries. Based on these distributions, the query can be classified into either time insensitive or time sensitive.
In a time insensitive query, relevant tweets have a relatively flat (uniform) distribution over time, whereas in time sensitive queries, relevant tweets are not spread uniformly over time but rather tend to be concentrated in a certain time period. Time sensitive query usually indicates notable events or issues and may have different temporal patterns. For the query MB001 ("BBC World Service staff cuts"), on January 26, 2011, BBC released a news that they confirmed plans to close five of its 32 World language services and what we see in Fig. 2 is that a large proportion of relevant tweets posted on January 26, 2011. To clarify this scenario we took another query MB020 ("Taco Bell filling lawsuit"). The relevant tweets of this query are concentrated on two different time periods. However, for the query MB074, we see that relevant tweets uniformly distributed over the time. Based on this observation, we see that query MB001 has only one peak, whereas query MB020 has two peaks. Considering this fact, we again classify the query as dominantpeak query and non-dominant-peak query. In dominantpeak queries, a large number of relevant tweets are concentrated around only one peak and in non-dominant-peak queries, relevant tweets are concentrated around more than one peak. We utilize this hypothesis while estimating our temporal features.
Given a query Q with timestamp t, let the top-N tweets retrieved by using the baseline method is D = {D 1 , D 2 , ..., D N } and T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t N } be the set of associated publishing timestamp. From this timestamp set, we extract the hour-wise unique timestamp set, UT = {h 1 , h 2 , ..., h M } that means posts published during the same hour having the same timestamp. Based on the unique timestamp set, UT we estimate the hour-wise tweets distribution,
where each pair contains the unique timestamp, h i with the number of corresponding published tweets, f i . Then, we estimate the standard deviation from the hour-wise temporal distributions of top-N tweets,
For a given query Q, we estimate the temporal sensitivity of the query as follows:
where s is the corrected sample standard deviation and P is the threshold value.
To extract the sentiment aspect of queries, we utilize the sentiment distribution of the top tweets retrieved. We hypothesize that a query is sentiment sensitive, if the largest proportion of the top retrieved tweets have the similar kind of sentiment polarity, including positive, negative, and neutral. For example, in Fig. 3 , we can easily deduce that query no. MB024 and MB036 are sentiment sensitive, because a large proportion of relevant tweets categorized into positive and negative sentiment, respectively. However, query no. MB022 is not sentiment sensitive, where all three categories contain a significant proportion of tweets. Because query MB022 ("healthcare law unconstitutional") is based on a controversial issue and people have diverse sentiments on this topic.
Given a query Q, let D = {D 1 , D 2 , ..., D N } be the set of top-N tweets retrieved by using the baseline method and S = {s 1 , ..., s N } be the set of associated sentiment polarity. We estimate the sentiment polarity wise tweet distributions,
where each pair contains the sentiment polarity, c i with the corresponding number of categorized tweets, f i . The sentiment sensitivity of the query is estimated as follows:
where S th is the threshold value and
We extract different feature sets based on the temporal and sentiment sensitivity of queries. If a query is temporally sensitive, we extract the temporal features (i.e., recency score and burst-aware score) described in Sect. 3.4.6, otherwise we exclude these features from the feature set. Similarly, if a query is sentiment sensitive, we extract the sentiment feature described in Sect. 3.4.4, otherwise we exclude this feature from the feature set.
Feature Extraction
For our tweet re-ranking system, we extract a set of 23 features grouped into 6 different categories. The feature extraction processes are described in detail as follows:
Content Relevance Features
Content relevance feature indicates the lexical similarity between a given query and a target tweet. In our system, we extract six content relevance features, including Language Model with Dirichlet Smoothing [30] , TF-IDF, Okapi BM25 [31] , Vector Space Model, Divergence From Randomness [32] , and Jaro-Winkler Similarity [33] .
Twitter Specific Features
Tweets have many special characteristics. We exploit these characteristics and extract some of them as a feature for the ranking model.
Tweet Length (TL):
Tweet Length means the number of words available in a tweet text. We estimate this feature with the hypothesis that a longer tweet contains more information [17] .
URL:
To share more vital information, the user usually posts URL on twitter. It is a binary feature that is assigned 1 if a tweet contains at least one URL and 0 otherwise [34] .
URL Count (UC):
The UC feature counts the number of URLs published in a tweet D [35] . It is estimated as follows:
In twitter, informative tweet that is reposted by many users without any modification is called retweet. RTC indicates the number of times a tweet is retweeted. To measure the popularity of a tweet, we use an integer between 0 and 5 (inclusive) based on retweet count [36] . 
Hashtag (HT):
A hashtag is a type of label or metadata tag used by users within a tweet to highlight a topic on twitter. Our hashtag feature is a binary feature that is assigned 1 if a tweet contains at least one #Hashtag and 0 otherwise.
Account Related Features
To estimate the credibility of a tweet author, we extract some account related information for our ranking model.
Followers Count (FC):
FC indicates the number of followers that the author of this status has. To measure the credibility of a tweet author, we use an integer between 0 and 5 (inclusive) based on the followers count [36] .
for other values
Status Count (SC): SC indicates the number of tweets that the author has already posted before, at the time of posting this tweet. To measure this feature, we use an integer between 0 and 5 (inclusive) based on the status count [36] . 
Context Relevance Features
The short length characteristics of microblog documents and frequent use of unconventional abbreviations such as 'RT' for the retweet and 'U' for You, exacerbates the vocabulary mismatch problem during the retrieval process. For alleviating the vocabulary mismatch problem, we propose some context relevance features based on word embedding, kernel density estimation, and query-tweet sentiment correlation.
Semantic Language Model (SLM):
Vocabulary mismatch is an obvious challenge in matching query terms with a tweet in microblog retrieval. To overcome the vocabulary mismatch, we first propose a new semantic feature by incorporating the semantic similarity of a query term with a tweet in a language model framework as follows:
where
where q and w are the word vector representations from the word2vec † model proposed by Mikolov et al. [37] , corresponding to words q and w, respectively. The function f sim returns the cosine similarity between two word vectors.
Kernel Density with Language Model (KDLM):
To estimate the relevance of a tweet timestamp for a given query Q, we make use of kernel density estimation of each temporal signal and combine it with our proposed semantic language model feature as follows:
where f (t D ) is estimated by employing the kernel density estimation.
Let (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) be an independent and identically distributed sample drawn from some distribution with an unknown density, f . We are interested in estimating the shape of this function, f . Its kernel density estimator is defined as follows:
where K(·) is the kernel, a non-negative function that integrates to one and h > 0 is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. If Gaussian kernel is used to approximate univariate data, then as Silverman [38] has shown, the optimal choice for bandwidth h is:
whereσ is the standard deviation of the samples. It is important to note that the choice of a kernel function is mainly a matter of convenience, carrying with it no implications of underlying parametric forms of the data. We select the Gaussian due to its wide use and its ready definition of an optimal bandwidth.
Kernel Density with Language Model and Recency (KDLMR):
To emphasize the recent tweets for a given query Q, we combine our recency feature along with semantic language model (SLM) and kernel density estimation of timestamp as follows:
where the recency function f RS (Q, D) is estimated by using the Eq. (6). Function f (t D ) and f SLM (Q|D) are estimated by using the Eqs. (4) and (3), respectively.
Sentiment Feature (SF):
To reward the sentimentally sensitive queries, we propose a sentiment feature (SF) based on query sentiment and tweet sentiment. Our sentiment feature is a binary feature that is assigned 1 if the tweet sentiment and query sentiment are similar and 0 otherwise.
where Q S denotes the sentiment polarity of the query, Q and D S denotes the sentiment polarity of the target tweet, D.
Popularity Based Features
In microblog, when a notable event occurs, lots of users share similar kinds of posts, URL, and hashtags. That is why; to estimate the importance of a tweet we introduce four popularity based features.
Tweet Popularity (TP):
The tweet popularity feature estimates the popularity of a tweet T in the corpus. Our tweet popularity feature of a tweet T is estimated as follows:
where D C is the tweet corpus and we make use of cosine similarity to estimate the similarity function sim(D, D i ). In this context, we consider a pair of tweets are similar if their cosine similarity score is greater than 0.5.
URL Popularity (UP):
The URL popularity feature estimates the importance of a URL in the corpus, which in turn denotes the importance of a tweet containing this URL. Our proposed URL popularity feature of a tweet, D is estimated as follows:
where D URL is the number of times a URL appear in the corpus.
Query Terms in URL (QTU):
In twitter, users usually post URLs to share extra information. Most of the URLs shared by the users are usually tiny URL. While expanding such URL, we get more insights about what the URL contains. For a given query Q and tweet D, our proposed Query Terms in URL (QTU) feature is estimated as follows:
where f UP (D) is estimated by using Eq. (5).
Hashtag Importance (HTI): User generated hashtags are very important pieces of information, which generally indicate the trending events or issues. The hashtag importance feature for a given query, Q and tweet, D is estimated as follows:
where IDF() is the inverse document frequency.
Temporal Features
As microblog posts particularly focus recent news and events, temporal information plays an important role in microblog retrieval. To extract temporal aspect of tweets, we extract our proposed temporal features such as recency score and burst-aware score by utilizing query time and tweet time.
Recency Score (RS): Our recency score feature build upon the intuition that the less time difference between tweet time and query time, the more relevant the query and tweet are. Therefore, we measure the recency score (RS) of a tweet as follows:
where Q T denotes the timestamp of the query and D T denotes the timestamp of the target tweet, D.
Burst-Aware Score (BS):
Time sensitive queries have a mostly uneven distribution of relevant tweets over time and in Sect. 3.3, we categorize them as dominant-peak query and nondominant-peak query. Burst, defined as "a brief period of intensive activity followed by long period of nothingness" [39] , is a common phenomenon in human activities. The bursty nature of human behavior is observed and studied extensively in many domains. Kleinberg et al. [40] , proposed a weighted-automaton model to discover the bursty and hierarchical structure in document streams of email and news articles. Amodeo et al. [23] detected bursts for timed query expansion using Rocchio's pseudo relevance feedback. More recently, Rao et al. [7] utilized the continuous hidden markov model (cHMM) to identify documents that occur in bursty temporal clusters.
Our burst aware score feature reward tweets, occur in the bursty time state. To detect the burst timestamp, we propose an Algorithm 1, where the input is a set of top N = 30 tweets, D = {D 1 , D 2 , ..., D N } with a corresponding set of timestamp, T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t N }, and output is a burst timestamp set, B T . At first, we initialize the burst timestamp set, B T and burst timestamp candidates, C T . Next, we compute the histogram of timestamp, H T . The getT imestampHistogram() function returns the hour basis unique timestamps set with the corresponding number of posted tweets in these timestamps. After that, we estimate the corrected sample standard deviation, s based on the frequency of H T i.e.; number of posted tweets. Next, those 
timestamps which value fluctuates above the standard deviation from the mean, we put them in burst timestamp candidates, C T . The getDaysSpanned() function returns the number of days that the timestamps of C T spanned. Finally, we estimate the burst timestamp set, B T based on the condition that, if the timestamps of C T are spanned within two days, then we consider all the timestamps as the bursts and the timestamp that has the highest number of posted tweets is considered as a burst in all other cases.
Based on the burst timestamp set, B T , we determine the single burst timestamp, B S T of a tweet, D as follows:
where the nearestBurst() function returns the timestamp of B T set that has the minimum Euclidean distance with respect to tweet timestamp, D T . Finally, we measure the burst-aware score (BS) of a tweet, D as follows:
where B S T denotes the burst timestamp of the tweet and D T denotes the timestamp of the target tweet.
Supervised Feature Selection
To improve the performance of our tweet re-ranker system, we make use of elastic-net regularized regression method [41] , a well-known supervised feature selection (SFS) approach that selects the best feature combination by eliminating irrelevant features. With a positive regularization parameter λ, elastic-net minimizes the following objective function:
where N is the number of observations, y i is the response of observations i, x i is the data. The elastic-net penalty is controlled by α, which is strictly between 0 and 1. We train our elastic-net model based on each observation as a querytweet pair and select those features as relevant which have the positive coefficient β.
Ranking Model
To estimate the relevance score for tweet re-ranking, we design a linear learning to rank (L2R) model. Given a query Q and a tweet document D, the relevance score value, rsv is estimated as follows:
where N is the number of features, f i (Q, D) is a feature function, and λ i is a model parameter. To instantiate the model parameter λ i stated in Eq. (7), we make use of two state-of-the-art learning to rank models such as random forest and S V M rank [42] . Next, Reciprocal Rank Fusion (RRF) method [43] is applied to combine the results from these ranking models. RRF sorts the documents according to a naive scoring formula. Given a set D of documents to be ranked and a set of rankings R, each a permutation on 1 · · · |D|, RRF score is estimated as follows:
The constant k mitigates the impact of high rankings by outlier systems.
Experiments and Evaluation

Experimental Setup
Dataset Collection: In order to evaluate our tweet re-ranker system, we make use of Tweets2011 corpus used in the TREC Microblog 2011 (TMB2011) and 2012 (TMB2012) tracks. The collection consists of approximately 16 million tweets. We used the official TREC Microblog Search API [44] for retrieving 1000 tweets using the baseline method. The official query topics used in the TMB 2011 and TMB 2012 were consisted of 49 (TMB2011) and 60 (TMB2012) timestamped topics. TREC also provided the relevance judgments of tweets for these query topics. There are three relevance levels, including irrelevant (labeled 0), minimally relevant (labeled 1), and highly relevant (labeled 2). We evaluated our proposed method in ranking tweets in descending order of relevance for both allrel and highrel criteria. Allrel considers both minimally and highly relevant tweets as relevant, whereas highrel only considers the highly relevant tweets as relevant. Each topic is composed of query id, query text, query time; while each tweet document is composed of tweet id, screen name, tweet time, tweet text, followers count, statuses count, retweeted count, etc. TREC Search API provided ranking results by using Lucene's implementation of query-likelihood (LMDirichletSimilarity), which we considered as our baseline. To extract context relevance features based on word embedding, we trained 400-dimensional word2vec model on Tweets2011 corpus and used the word vectors accordingly.
Feature Importance Estimation: For supervised feature selection by using elastic-net regularization method, we applied a publicly available package glmnet [45] . The result of our supervised feature selection process indicates that Divergence from Randomness, Hashtag, and Followers Count features are irrelevant. In order to estimate the importance of our automatically selected features, we make use of a publicly available package of random forest [46] . We utilize this package to estimate the MeanDecreaseGini, a measure of variable importance in random forest model. Every time a split of a node is made on feature f , the Gini impurity criterion for the two descendent nodes is less than the parent node. Adding up the Gini decreases for each individual feature over all trees in the forest gives an importance score of each feature [47] . Ranked list of our selected features based on importance score is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where proposed features are highlighted. Among all the 20 selected features, our proposed temporal features were ranked at second and fourth position, which denotes the complementary importance of temporal features. Therefore, combining temporal features with other features achieved enhanced performance. Along with this direction, our proposed context relevance features were ranked at eighth, ninth, tenth, and fifteenth position, whereas our popularity features were ranked at seventh, thirteenth, and nineteenth position, respectively. From this observation, we can deduce that our proposed features are effective for tweet re-ranking.
Training and Testing L2R Model: For our linear learningto-rank model stated in Eq. (7), we make use of publicly available packages of random forest [46] with no parameter tuning. Feature importance scores (MeanDecreaseGini) of our selected features obtained from the random forest are used to instantiate the model parameter, λ i . We denote this setting as LWL2RRF. We also employ S V M rank [42] , a state-of-the-art learning to rank model based on our selected features. We denote this setting as LWL2RSVM. In both settings, at first we train on TMB2011 topics and test on TMB2012 topics, and vice versa.
Parameter Setting: For PRF (Q PRF ) and hashtag (Q #hash ) based query expansion, we utilized the top-N tweets retrieved by the baseline method. We set N to 30, because of Miyanishi et al. [3] reported that when N is large (N > 30), the performance is not sensitive to the choice of N. To select the optimal number of feedback terms in PRF, we performed the grid search based on both TMB2011 and TMB2012 test collections. The optimal number of feedback terms was set as n p = 3. For web-search (Q web ) based query expansion, we empirically used K = 16 search results and the optimal number of feedback terms was set as n w = 10. Later, our query expansion strategy is applied to combine them.
To determine the optimal value of parameter P in Eq. (1), we utilize the top-N tweets retrieved by the baseline method. We set N to 30. Next, we examine the performance of our method LWL2RRF for different values of P by utilizing the TMB2011 and TMB2012 test collections, where we only consider the Language Model with Dirichlet Smoothing and temporal features. In both cases, we got the nearly similar kind of performances. For instance, the result based on TMB2011 test collection is illustrated in Fig. 5 . It is observed that when the value of the parameter P is 0.5, we obtained the best result in terms of all three evaluation measures and the parameter P is set as 0.5.
To estimate the sentiment of each tweet, we applied a publicly available package SentiStrength [48] . The optimal value of parameter S th in Eq. (2) is set to as S th = 0.7. We performed the grid search based on both TMB2011 and TMB2012 test collections to estimate this optimal value.
We set the constant, k in Eq. (8) as 60, according to the recommendation by Cormack et al. [43] .
Results with Re-ranking
To evaluate the performance of our tweet re-ranking system, we applied four evaluation measures, including pre- , and R-Precision (R-Prec). P@30 was used as the official measurement in the TREC microblog adhoc search task [2] . For statistical significance testing between two runs' performances, we used a two sided paired t-test at 95% confidence level, where † denotes the statistically significant at (p < 0.05), + denotes the moderately significant at (0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.1), and denotes the statistically indistinguishable. In Table 1 and Table 2 , the summarized results of our experiments are presented. At first, we showed the re-ranking performance based on baseline, which is Lucene's implementation of query-likelihood (LMDirichletSimilarity) model. Results based on two different learning-to-rank settings were presented in LWL2RRF and LWL2RSVM, respectively. In LWL2RRF setting, the feature importance scores (MeanDecreaseGini) obtained from the random forest (RF) were used to instantiate the model parameter λ i stated in Eq. (7). In LWL2RSVM setting, we make use of publicly available S V M rank [42] with default parameter settings. Finally, in EnL2R setting, results of both 
Fig. 6
Query-wise performance analysis (TMB2011 query set).
Fig. 7
Query-wise performance analysis (TMB2012 query set).
LWL2RRF and LWL2RSVM settings were combined by using a reciprocal rank fusion method, stated in Eq. (8) .
Results showed that all three methods, the LWL2RSVM, the LWL2RRF, and the EnL2R significantly (p < 0.05) outperforms the baseline for both allrel and highrel relevant criteria in terms of all evaluation measures on both TMB2011 and TMB2012 queries. This observation validates the effectiveness of our proposed features and techniques to improve the performance of microblog retrieval.
To show the effectiveness of our query expansion technique, we presented the performance of our proposed EnL2R method with and without query expansion (QE) in Table 3 . Results showed that, excluding query expansion, the performance decrease significantly (p < 0.05) for allrel criteria in terms of all evaluation measures, which in turns deduce the importance of our query expansion technique in microblog retrieval. Figure 6 and Fig. 7 illustrates the query-wise performance of our proposed EnL2R method for allrel relevant criteria based on individual test queries of TMB2011 and TMB2012 query set. It shows that P@30 values varied widely across all the queries. Our system obtained P@30 values lower than 0.1 on 6 queries of 2011 query set and 5 queries of 2012 query set. Further examination revealed that these worst queries had very few (5 or 7) relevant tweets in relevance judgment and each relevant tweet rarely contains original query terms which made them difficult to retrieve. 
Feature Analysis
To understand the effectiveness of our several proposed features and techniques, we divided them into 5 groups, including temporal features, context relevance features, popularity features, query type determination technique, and query expansion technique. We evaluated the effectiveness of each group with a feature ablation study by utilizing TMB2011 test collection, that means removing one group each time and repeated the experiment. Results of these experiments are illustrated in Fig. 8 .
In Fig. 8 , it can be observed that P@N drops substantially, when removing temporal features and the difference in results is statistically significant (p < 0.05). This deduced the importance of our temporal features in microblog retrieval. Similar things happened while removing the querytype determination feature, which revealed the importance of understanding queries underlying temporal and sentiment sensitivity, even though the difference is moderately significant (0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.1). Removing query-expansion feature would also lead to a significant (p < 0.05) decrease in precision, which deduced the importance of query expansion. Popularity features and context relevance features seem to be less important in comparison to temporal features and query expansion feature. But the decrease in performance is moderately significant (0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.1) while removing these features, thus deduced the importance of these features in microblog retrieval.
Comparison with Related Work
We compared the performance of our proposed method with the known related works [3] - [8] , [14] , [25] , [49] . The comparative results of our proposed method with the known related works of TREC Microblog 2011 test collection are described in Table 4 . Significance testing was conducted [3] 0.4830 † 0.2741 † ---Metzler et al. [4] 0.4551 † 0.2210 † 0.4922 † 0.1434 † 0.1582 † Amati et al. [6] 0.4401 † 0.2318 † 0.5086 † 0.1495 † 0.2048 † Rao et al. [7] 0.4388 † 0.4024 † ---Liang et al. [5] 0 with other related methods for comparison but [14] (omitted due to the unavailability of results file and the limitation of reproducing accurate results). For allrel criteria, significant differences were observed in our method compared to [3] - [7] , and baseline in terms of all evaluation measures. For highrel criteria, significant differences were observed in [4] , [6] and baseline in terms of P@30 and in [4] - [6] and baseline in terms of MAP. Jia et al. [14] addressed the structural difference and temporality of tweets. Their methods relied on external resources (explore the web pages while URL's are available in tweets), which helped their method to achieve the good performance. However, we obtained a competitive performance without using such external resources and our temporal aspect based features are different from them. Moreover, their method lacks of query expansion, which has been shown effective in our experiments. Miyanishi et al. [3] proposed a time-based query expansion (QE) method to handle the recency and temporal variation. However, following the temporal dimension of the query, our proposed recency and burst-aware features effectively addressed the temporal variation of the tweets. Metzler et al. [4] proposed a method where they utilized pseudo-relevance feedback via latent concept expansion to address the vocabulary mismatch problem and a number of features with an L2R model to quantify the quality of microblog content. Along with this direction, Amati et al. [6] introduced a Kullback-Leibler based product of Information Measures (KLIM) model for IR and used the out-of-the-box parameter free query expansion methodology of Terrier. However, our three-stage query expansion technique and contextual features effectively addressed the vocabulary mismatch problem. Moreover, we utilized a rich set of account related, twitter-specific, and popularity-based features to quantify the document quality. Liang et al. [5] proposed several temporal features for tweet re-ranking and Rao et al. [7] utilized the continuous hidden markov model (cHMM) to identify documents for query expansion that occur in bursty temporal clusters. However, they didn't estimate the temporal dimension of the query, though some queries are temporally insensitive.
In Table 5 , we described the comparative results of our proposed method with the known related works on TREC Microblog 2012 test collection. Significance test-ing was conducted with other related methods for comparison but [14] , [25] (omitted due to the unavailability of results file and the limitation of reproducing accurate results). For allrel criteria, significant differences were observed in our method compared to [7] , [8] , and baseline in terms of P@30 and MAP. We obtained a competitive performance in NDCG@30, although our result is statistically indistin- guishable with related methods [8] , [49] . For highrel criteria, a significant difference is observed in comparison to baseline. However, in terms of P@30 and MAP, our performance is competitive with related methods [8] , [49] . Han et al. [49] utilized the information from webpages whose URL's embedded in tweets. Their method based on query expansion, tweet expansion, a set of textual, nontextual, and user related features with a learning to rank framework. However, they didn't address the temporal and contextual aspect of tweets. Fan et al. [25] proposed a feedback entity model and integrated it into an adaptive language modeling framework to overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem. However, we alleviated the vocabulary mismatch problem by utilizing our three-stage query expansion technique and contextual features. Liang et al. [8] utilized several proposed features including semantic features, tweet related features, and temporal features in an L2R framework. However, they didn't address the temporal dimension of the queries, though some queries are temporally insensitive.
Discussion
As a specific example, we took a query topic MB010 "Egyptian protesters attack museum" and lists the top 10 tweets ranked by our method, Metzler et al. [4] (achieved the best performance in TREC-2011 [2] ), Amati et al. [6] , and baseline in Table 6 .
indicates the relevant tweets with relevance level (2:highly relevant, 1:relevant) and • indicates the non-relevant tweets. It shows that our method returned 9 highly relevant tweets among the top 10 tweets, whereas baseline and Metzler et al. [4] returned only 3 highly relevant tweets. Amati et al. [6] returned 3 highly relevant tweets and 1 relevant tweets. Both baseline and Amati et al. [6] returned a number of retweets, which seems to be relevant. But according to TREC relevance judgments [2] , retweets are treated as irrelevant.
Our observation revealed that methods that use external resources (e.g., exploring the web pages using the embedded URL's) achieved better performances in highrel criteria, which in turns beneficial while evaluating their methods in allrel criteria too. While considering a real-time system, utilizing such external resources is computationally cumbersome and time-consuming. However, we achieved the competitive performance in comparison with these methods [14] , [49] without using such external resources and significantly outperformed the other related methods [3] - [8] .
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper, we focused on the ensemble of feature sets to design an effective and efficient method for microblog retrieval. We introduced two temporal features including recency and burst-aware to address the recency and temporal variation of tweets. We also alleviated the vocabulary mismatch problem by utilizing our proposed context-relevance features and three-stage query expansion technique. Along with the account related features, we introduced some popularity features to quantify the quality of a tweet. Our proposed method for estimating query dimensions, effectively addressed the temporal and sentiment aspect of the query. Moreover, we applied the elastic-net regularization as a supervised feature selection technique to select the best features combination. Based on the selected features, an ensemble of learning to rank framework is used to estimate the relevance of each query-tweet pair.
In the future, we have a plan to explore more temporal and twitter related features, which might have the significant influence on tweet re-ranking task. We also have a plan to apply temporal query expansion strategy and introduce some graph-based methods to utilize the user-user correlation along with geographical information.
